GDOP's influence on observable degree is studied by analyzing a multi-antenna GPS/SINS attitude measuring system. Firstly, the mathematical model of the attitude measuring system, whose observations are single-differences, is provided; Secondly, it is proved that the model can be studied by PWCS theory, and GDOP's influence on observable degree is explained intuitively. Then, the variance of observable degree is studied by simulation while GDOP is different, and the result is analysed. Simulation results show that, the observable degree becomes worse with the increasing GDOP value. Therefore, while designing such kind of Kalman filter, the influence to observable degree which made by GDOP should be considered adequately.
Introduction
A multi-antenna GPS/SINS attitude measuring system，whose observe vectors are single-differences, is established. Those observe including baseline vector, velocity and position. By such system, the error which cause by signal delay is decreased. While designing such a Kalman Filter, the observability of states should be considered. Usually, it can be analysed by PWCS theory [1] [2] . PWCS solves the problem of whether the states can be observed totally. In order to analyze the observability in quantification, the concept of observable degree [3] is introduced. And the method of singular value decomposition (SVD) is in common use. However, SVD is not perfect, for the dimensions of states are not the same, and the singulars in different order of magnitudes reflect no more than a compare. It means, at the same system, the more the singulars in the same order is, the more the observable degree is.
Reference [3] analyzes the observability strapdown inertial navigation system by SVD, and points out that, SVD is adapted to system state estimation of time-varying dynamic systems. References [4] - [6] analyze the observability of loose-coupled, tightly-coupled and ultra-tight coupled model of GPS/INS. These references prove that, the GPS/INS integrated systems meet the requirement of PWCS, and analyze their observability in different motions. Reference [7] compares the observable degree of GPS/SINS complete integrated system (CIS) and tightly coupled system (TIS) with different number of visible stars, points out that CIS is better in observable degree than TIS, and as the same system, increasing number of visible stars makes the observable degree raising.
How about it while the number of visible stars is the same but geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) is not? Generally speaking, GDOP affects the precision of GPS receiver and still the integrated system. But no reference shows how it affects the observable degree of GPS/SINS integrated system. By analyzing a GPS/SINS integrated attitude measuring system, which is another type of CIS, the GDOP's influence to the observable degree is studied. 
Mathematical Model of GPS/SINS Integrated Attitude Measuring System

Error Equation of SINS
Error equation of velocity,
Error equation of position,
The State Space Equation
The GPS/SINS integrated system state space equation is established by error of SINS parameters.
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In Equation (7) State-transition matrix is ( )
In Equation (8) , N F is a transition matrix corresponding 9 parameters error of SINS. 
is the allocation matrix of noise,
is the noise matrix of gyroscopes and accelerometers.
The Measurement Equation
The attitude measuring part of system is realized by GPS multi-antenna layout and carrier phase relative positioning technique. Figure 1 shows a typical layout of multi-antenna GPS. 
While, e n C is the pose transformation of navigation coordinate system to earth coordinate system. 12 n is noise of measurements. 
Doppler velocity measurement based on single-difference equation:
where, ∆V is the speed D-value between GPS measurement and SINS measurement. Make the system measurements to be
Therefore, the observation equation is δ
where, 
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Observability Analysis
The model established before is a time-varying one. It should be analyzed by PWCS, before which, the model can be studied by PCWS needs to be proven. It is proved that the model multi-antenna GPS/SINS integrated system accord with the PWCS theorem.
According to the definition of observability analysis matrix, 
Theorem 2 is satisfied According to theorem 3, continuous PWCS and discrete PWCS are consistent in observability analysis. So the SOM of discrete system can show the observability of continuous system.
GDOP's Influence on Observable Degree
Intuitive Interpretation
Analyzes the observability by PWCS method, and results show that the rank n = 18 while the N Asset Coverage is 4, which means all the state are observable. It is obvious that the observability of states will be different while the GDOP is different. AS baseline vector B. Figure 2 shows that, as measurements, 
Similar, the velocity and position part have the same conclusion. While the transition matrix F is the same, GDOP affect the observation equation H, and better GDOP makes better H.
PWCS theory does not show the difference when GDOP is different. Therefore, quantitative analysis is needed to study the observability degree. SVD is a common method to analyze the observable degree. But SVD is still defective because of the different dimension of states. So analyzes the observable degree changes of system-level only when GDOP changes. Choose satellites number as 4, 13, 16, 19, and the averaged GDOP during simulation is 3.4; Choose satellites with number 4, 18, 19, 21, and the averaged GDOP during simulation is 12.3; Table 1 shows the SVD to SOM of simulations. The results shows that all 18 states are observable, and corresponding states are almost in the magnitude. While GDOP = 3. 4, 16 σ , 17 σ , 18 σ is bigger than those when GDOP = 12.3 obviously. Condition number [8] can be used to compare the system-level observable degree. When GDOP = 3.4, the condition number of system is, . It shows that, the independence among different states weakens with the increase of GODP, and the observable degree becomes worse.
Simulation Analysis
Conclusions
A GPS/SINS integrated attitude measuring system is established, and proof of it can be studied by PWCS theory is given. By using SVD and condition number method, how GDOP affects the observable degree of integrated is studied. Conclusions are obtained:
1) The integrated system this paper introduced can be studied by PWCS theory, and all its states are observable while the N Asset Coverage is more 4.
2) The relationship between GDOP and measurement matrix is studied. The less the GDOP is, the more significant the measurement matrix is. And still the precision become better.
3) The relationship between GDOP and system-level observable degree is studied via SVD and condition. The result shows that observable degree becomes worse with the increase of GDOP. Meanwhile, the conclusion comes from a certain model of GPS/SINS, of which the measurements are singledifferences and double-differences. Further research is needed, for whether the conclusion is also correct for other models.
